The noise of the mosquitoes is buzzing your ears, your dog iss pooing is relieving
itself on in your favorite carpet again .

Luckily,, but your parents have plugged in

Commented [KS1]: Add a few more of these annoying
moments.

the mosquitoes dispeller for you and, your friends have been nice enough to clean the
dog mess. it with the paper for you. There are lovely surprises and warmthness every

Commented [KS2]: Insert something here that makes the
reader feel just how lucky you feel, or just how thankful you
are when these lovely moments happen in life.

where, if you only you stop to notice thate that you can see the life is beautiful. You
might can see that the poor beggar uses your gift of his money to bring to brought his
the lost little girl back to the home, you can see the helpless man standing up on the

Commented [KS3]: Nice example, but it is unlikely that
anyone would ever see this.

top of the six floor, but there is the people saying: “ You will make it, no matter what

personally, then say so.

If this has happened to you

Otherwise, use an example that is

more likely to happen.

you have met!” instead of “ I bet he won’t jump!”, Ssometimes the life really does
become difficult do sucks, but there are so many beautiful things that you might not

Commented [KS4]: Use academic language that is vivid
instead. My example here is still not good enough.

notice you will lost in every a moment. is usually beautiful. The love between family

Explain

this a bit more.

members, the acitent excitement between new and old friends, and the success you
share things you have done with your co-workers—al these things make life worth
living..

Commented [KS5]: Make a comment here that brings it all
together.

I really like the idea in this essay that life is full of small things to be thankful for, and
that we might miss them. I am wondering what the rest of your essay will be
like—will you give examples from your personal life?

I think a bit of research that

shows that being thankful would be good. There is even something calle a “gratitude
journal” that is research proven to make you happier.

Don’t just concentrate on your

personal experiences, find examples in the news, in the internet, of how noticing the
small things can truly be beneficial to people. Your thesis needs to be more concise
and clearer.

Great ideas here—clean things up and bring in some research.

My comment is just an example, use your own.

